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Hey guys, it`s Thomas Forschbach 
from werdemusiker! Welcome to 
my new video! Just kidding but I 
want to welcome you in my brand-
new amazing photo fanzine. I`m ex-
tremely delighted that you`re here.  
I want to take you on a little journey 
and adventure! Let`s have some fun 
together, let`s talk about music, pas-
sion and visit some stations of my 
life. I hope many more adventures, 
challenges, experiences will come 
and I can`t hardly wait. 
Other artists tend to make a fuss 
about what`s happening when the 
curtain falls but I would like to invite 

you, be at my side and get to know 
some hidden secrets…  
Are you curious?! You`ll find out a 
lot about my career, my YouTube 
channel, my number one passion 
music and you`re welcome to take a 
closer look at my private life. Yeah, 
if you already wondered… I do have 
a private life and it`s also brimming 
with music!!!!  
How and where did my career start? 
What new thrilling projects are 
planned? Something great is in the 
air…  

Enough talk - let`s get into action 
and I really hope you enjoy our ad-
venture together and my photo fan-
zine!  

just me
- in the spotlight
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Performance - Thomas on stage 
Meanwhile he did and enjoyed over 1500 
live performances - in Paris, New York, Co-
logne and so on. Thomas worked as a bar 
pianist in Maritim Hotel in Cologne, he`s 
the main performer on exclusive private 
parties, organized massive gala events, 
met Shakira, Placido Domingo, Manuel 
Neuer. With the event Thomas Forschbach 
& Friends 2012 - Die große Ostergala im 
Maritim Thomas fulfilled his huge heart`s 
desire and made it come true.  

Youtube channel - 
Playing piano for everyone 
Today he`s a successful musician, producer 
and has his own well-known and success-
ful youtube channel. Thomas`goal and am-
bition is to help as many people as possible 
to play piano and to enjoy beautiful music.  

But of course there`s much more behind 
this face and smile! You`re welcome to get to 
know Thomas better and find out!  

Who`s the man 
behind that face?! 
Thomas Forschbach`s trademark is his 
open-minded facial expression, always 
a bit impishly and ever so charming. But 
what`s behind this face?! 
Thomas is a musician with wholehearted 
obsessed conviction. He loves and 
breathes music - to play, produce, teach 
and just enjoy it. John Miles: Music was my 
first love and it`ll be my last… This is also 
true for Thomas, who`s born 1983 in Brühl, 
a city close to Cologne where`s living to-
day. A few months a year Thomas likes to 
spend in L.A., California where he gets into 
his exclusive Hollywood mood, work- and 
lifestyle including producing epic music 
- breaking chains, stretching personal li-
mits and stupid simple getting into action! 
Who`s stopping you? Only you…  
The artist`s golden rule is: Only do what 
you really love! With this motto in mind 
he does his daily work, starts bold projects 
and already fulfilled some of his dreams. 
Even as a young boy people described him 
as music enthusiastically and this passion 
just remains - his lifelong passion! 
After his civilian service he definitely hit 
the ground running. During the day he did 
an internship in a recording studio, his eve-
nings were spent in the intriguing music 
scene, bars and clubs in Cologne - some 
nights quite memorable… Additionally he 
took classes in topics as sound technol-
ogy, composition and arrangement and 
had many hours of private lessons with 
colleagues and piano teachers.  
Thomas spent quite a lot of time just ob-
serving famous and successful musicians 
he looked up to. Get as many contacts as 
you can! Talk to people, even get on some-
body`s nerves and receive as many rare 
and exclusive tips as possible. Just do 
it! Don`t just think, do it! Learn from suc-
cessful people! At home he applied all the 
tricks, frequently all night long. Just like 
Michael Jackson did it, definitely one of his 
gargantuan examples! 

Thomas on stage 
- thrilling performances! 
Meanwhile he did and enjoyed over 1500 
stunning live performances - in Paris, New 
York, Cologne and so on. Thomas worked 
as a bar pianist at Maritim Hotel in Cologne, 
he`s the main performer on exclusive private 
parties, organized massive gala events, 
met famous influential people like Shakira, 
Placido Domingo, Manuel Neuer. With the 
event „Thomas Forschbach & Friends 2012 
- Die große Ostergala im Maritim“ Thomas 
fulfilled his huge heart`s desire and made it 
come true.  

YouTube channel 
- the famous and best 
online piano teacher! 
Today he`s a successful musician, aspiring 
producer and has his own well-known and 
unique YouTube channel. Thomas` goal and 
ambition is to help as many people as pos-
sible to play piano and to enjoy beautiful 
music.  

Do you dare to take a closer look and 
maybe even reveal some 
hidden secrets? You`re 
welcome to get to know 
Thomas  uncovered
and find out!  

faces
- variety of views
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It started with one video, one subscriber, 
today the channel has over 135.000 sub-
scribers and over 480 videos, ever expand- 
ing!  And of course it began with the by 
now very well known introduction: Thomas 
Forschbach von werdemusiker! Herzlich 
willkommen zu diesem Piano Tutorial (Hey 
guys, this is Thomas! Welcome to this pi-
ano tutorial!) When Thomas released Die 
fabelhafte Welt der Amelie - Teil 1, his first 
video, he`s so excited! To publish a video 
does feel like entering a stage and per-
forming in front of a large audience! Just 
seconds before the performance - and he 
loves this feeling! He never dreamed of 
such an overwhelming success. Of course 
he wanted his channel Klavier lernen (wer-
demusiker.de) to be successful and to help 
as many people as possible to learn play-
ing the most fascinating instrument ever - 
piano! He worked over 1 month on his first 
video!!! 1 month for a 5.25 minute video!! 
It took 2 weeks of preparation and another 
2 weeks of producing and recording it - a 
video that`s poorly illuminated and has 

an inherent green or yellow undertone. 
Thomas tried out so many things and he 
recorded it again and again. Of course to-
day he`s in his flow and producing a video 
goes much faster.  
You want to learn from the best? Work with 
Thomas` surefire and proven method!
Finally he wasn`t the first one to publish 
piano videos. But he always kept thinking 
what he could do better and how to ex-
plain it in a surefire way. That`s his true am-
bition to start his elite channel. He wanted 
to teach as many people as possible to play 
piano! In every video he gives his unlimited 
best! He never expected this success and 
to become the best-known piano teacher 
in Germany. 3 months after the release of 
his first video he noticed that this could be-
come something sublime. The number of 
subscribers, comments, positive feedback 
and interest in his channel developed quite 
fast, and still getting bigger! 
Thomas is authentic, creative and an expert 
at the piano! The musician felt confident of 
his project becoming a success. Actually 

Pianist Thomas Forschbach started his YouTube channel „Klavier ler-
nen (werdemusiker.de)“  - „Learning piano (werdemusiker.com)“ - on May 
13th 2013. His first video was Die fabelhafte Welt der Amelie - Teil 1 (einfa-
ches Piano Tutorial),  Comptine d‘un autre été - (Amélie Soundtrack). Un-
til now the professional musician has produced and uploaded over 480 
comprehensive videos!  His community is growing daily and people all 
over the world are learning to play piano with his videos. But how exact-
ly did this success story begin and what are Thomas` goals and ambitions?

thomas & YouTube
- a unique success story
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he`s overwhelmed by the level of success. 
But he just got to work on it until it works. 
Giving up was never an option for him. He 
never had a certain number of subscribers 
or students in mind but his channel and the 
opportunity to learn with his videos should 
be present. And he`ll be going on like this! 
Always stepping on the gas! That`s the way 
to get most fun out of it and it`s a capti-
vating adventure! Join it!!!!! 

Thomas started his  YouTube adventure 
because he wanted to help as many people 
as possible to learn to play piano, to have 
unleashed fun, maybe even finding a new 
hobby and just to put a smile on their face! 
Primarily it wasn`t about a certain amount 
of subscribers or to have a career. Actually 
a lot of his piano students aren`t subscri-
bers of his channel because they just don`t 
have a channel but they love to work with 
his videos. While working as a bar pianist 
so many people came to him saying:“ Wow, 
that`s wonderful! I wished I could play, 
too!“ His curiosity was aroused and he 
wanted to find a unique and proven meth-
od to teach and reach as many interested 
people as possible! And it worked - today 
several hundreds of thousands of people 
are working and enjoying his videos and 
making massive progress! Thomas` perso-
nal goal is to always give his best, to al-
ways perform at his best! He also wants 
to reach people who aren`t piano students 
because there`re way more people who 
like to listen to amazing music than playing 
piano themselves!  

Actually it`s all about music!!!!! Thomas 
loves and lives music! He loves producing 
his  YouTube videos because music is al-
ways a part of it. Once he produced a vlog 
and he underlayed it with his own compo-
sition. So doing this vlog was much more 
fun for him. It has to be related to music 
- that`s the most important thing.  
Of course his own taste in music always 
matters when choosing a song for a tuto-
rial. But he likes a lot of music! The beau-
tiful thing about music is that it can be so 
various - it`s the same with people! And he 
really likes and enjoys it that people and 
music are so diverse! But needless to say 
that the feedback of the community and 
the music requests are also very essential. 
It`s a combination of Thomas` music taste 
and the music requests! His own taste defi-
nitely defines the piano arrangement! 
A lot of music pieces aren`t played with 
only piano in the original version. By 
transferring this to the piano he creates 
a complete new startling piano arrange-
ment and he really enjoys and loves this 
part of his work! It`s of great importance 
that the arrangements sound wonderful!   

He loves doing piano tutorials, piano co-
vers - and the combination of both is the 
highlight! And finally his channel is a pi-
ano tutorial channel! But Thomas also does 
vlogs, help videos and he enjoys doing vi-
deos with Hannes, the legendary guitarist 
of werdemusiker! Making music together 
is so much fun - it`s a very unique way of 
communication!  

The symbiosis of all these areas is mas-
sive! It`s about the entire package!  The mu-
sician loves variety and he always needs a 
new intense challenge from time to time!  
Thomas published over 480 videos on 
his YouTube channel but his favorite is still 
Die fabelhafte Welt der Amelie because 
that`s the kick-off! Watching this video to-
day creates feelings like „OMG! What did I 
do there? How do I look?Why didn`t I create 
proper light? till to being proud“!  
The greatest milestone in his  YouTube 
career so far was as his tutorial River flows 
in you had over 1 million calls! This came 
quite surprisingly. First the musician didn`t 
even notice it - the video just got in front of 
other videos somewhat quietly and secret-
ly and suddenly it cracked this gargantuan 
mark! That`s a milestone! Currently this vi-
deo has over 2 million calls! And because 
of the growing number of non German 
speakers he also did this tutorial in English! 
Some months ago he took a huge step and 
decided to also produce videos in English.
His intention was to open his communi-
ty and the world of piano playing to even 
more music obsessed people. So today 
people from all over the world are learn-
ing and practicing with his videos! At the 
beginning he had students in Germany, 
Austria, Switzerland and some in Belgium, 
France, Italia, Spain, Denmark, USA - but 
only scattered. Today it`s a bilingual inter-
national YouTube channel!  
Thomas actually didn`t take the normal way re-
lated to equipment! Normally YouTubers start 
with small equipment and then improve it and 
buy a lot of stuff later. Actually the musi-
cian parted with nearly his complete equip-
ment! He only kept one micro and a micro-
phone cable. That`s it! The rest was sold, 
given away or even thrown away! That was 
the best he could do! Because he`s drowning 
in his equipment. He hadn`t only different 

pianos, but also all sorts of loudspeakers, 
even a light system and - believe it or not - 
a stage!!!!!! And in all this stuff he lost his 
focus and couldn`t concentrate on doing 
the essential - making music! He didn`t 
have any more time to practice and to be 
creative. He got rid of all the stuff and just 
bought a quite simple piano without spe-
cial functions, but with a good keyboard 
and sound. So the focus was again back on 
the music and making wonderful music! Of 
course he always tries to have good quality 
equipment as cameras, microphones and 
so on but he sees the most progress not in 
equipment but in his method and prepara-
tion of a video. That`s something you can`t 
see but you can feel it when you`re really 
working with the tutorials. Probably people 
who`re joining his channel for quite some 
time can also feel this. Of course Thomas 
puts a lot of effort in his videos to always 
improve. Mostly it`s about fun content-re-
lated preparation. His focus is that people 
enjoy working with his tutorials!  
Thomas really loves his work and produc-
ing videos for  his  YouTube channel! He 
likes to reach out to people and to enter-
tain them and to give them the opportunity 
to learn to play piano! Fortunately he gets 
a lot of positive feedback and comments, 
but the musician is always open to con-
structive criticism. It`s always welcome, 
what he doesn`t like is the widespread at-
titude of grousing and crumbing on social 
media platforms. A lot of negative mood 
is spread, luckily not a lot on his channel. 
But if you`re in the public eye you`ve to 
deal with this, also with personal offence - 
though for Thomas this is often a sign that 
this person is just dissatisfied with himself! 
But what can you do?! In Cologne we’re 
saying: „Jede Jeck is anders!“ In English it 
would be something like: Every person is 
different!  

Thank you so much. I‘ve wanted to play this song since my first 
year of my piano lessons, but because I wasn‘t ‚ready‘ I wasn‘t 

allowed to start playing it. Here I am my 5th year and I‘m 
learning it behind her back. Thank you so much this is the only 
song I‘ve ever wanted to play and I can actually learn it now.

Klick here and you can find the video

I just want to thank you Thomas for making english 
videos and your my favourite piano youtuber so this is 
great!!  Can you do a tutorial for „maybe“ by yiruma?

Klick here and you can find the video

Hello Thomas, thank you for this wonderful video cour-
se. It has been very useful learning the song in tiny 

pieces. I have been practicing now for 3 weeks and I 
made it so far that I can play part 3  almost fluently. I 
hope that in maybe 2 months I will able to play the 

whole song! And by the way I‘m 33 so there is no ex-
cuse if you really want to learn you can do it! You are a 

great teacher! Greetings from Holland.
Klick here and you can find the video
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the artist in action
- he`s living music  
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Thomas did over 1500 memorable 
performances, and still counting. 
The size of audience varied between 
2 and 30.000 - he gives his best, al-
ways and on every single occasion. 
He highly entertained his audience 
at astonishing locations like Plaza 
Hotel in New York and Ritz in Pa-
ris. The brilliant musician always 
dreamed of performing with a huge 
orchestra. And so what? He organ-
ized a powerful gala at Maritim Hotel 
in Cologne. „Thomas Forschbach & 
Friends 2012 - Die große Ostergala 
im Maritim“ („Thomas Forschbach 
& Friends 2012 - The Grand Easter 
Gala at Maritim“) was a legendary 
success. It`s not just a concert but 
actually a unique concert experi-
ence where Thomas slipped into dif-
ferent roles to entertain his audience
and to communicate joy and his 
passion for music. Over 40 artists 
made this event and evening unfor-
gettable. So it`s no wonder the event 
Ostergala took place in 2013 again. 

on stage 
- thrilling performances
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Thomas not only loves and enjoys 
the performance on stage and enter-
taining enthusiastic crowds. And 
don`t forget the inspiring encounter 
of so many reliable experts and crea-
tive music loving people. Back-
stage is always a hilarious part of 
such events. Getting into mood for 
the performance, collecting one`s
thought and focussing on the show, 
but also relaxing and revitalizing in 
the break and afterwards. And of 
course to have an inspiring chat with 
other epic and genius musicians and 
artists and just to enjoy these fabu-
lous moments and experiences!

backstage
- unlimited access
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visions
- mesmerizing impressions 

Thomas believes in experience and that everyone can learn to play piano. 

„I don`t believe in talent.“
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Thomas isn`t just a pro at the piano. 
No, he`s actually also a music pro-
ducer!!! The successful musician
is turning up his unlimited level of 
creativity and really getting into 
this thrilling topic!  
It`s no longer enough to perform 
and interpret wonderful music of 
other musicians. Thomas wants to 
do his own thing and produce his 
own music!!!!!! In Hollywood he`s 
a professional studio and here the 
real thing is happening.  
Curious?! Come on, of course you`ll 
be updated! 
Every day is different in Thomas` 
life. He tries to take new routes 
every single day, always be awake 
and alert. Open your eyes - the real 
word is just happening in front of 
you! 
The process to a new song is also 
a thrilling adventure. And every 
song is created differently. There`s 
no pre-set formula Thomas is fol-
lowing like a slave. You`ve to feel it 
and then the song comes to you.  

Often the process starts with the 
lyrics. And from here you build it 
up and let the creativity flow. A lot 
of songwriters begin with a basic 
structure of chords and bass. Here 
the chords are the starting point.  
A new brilliant idea for a song can 
pop up every second, in every situa-
tion and surrounding. Maybe at the 
next corner?! Who knows…  
On the next page a little secret is re-
vealed… Just turn the page and get 
to know my brand-new project!!!! 
And you`ll also get some informa-
tion how this project came alive.  

songwriting
- take over of creativity 
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Right now I`m extremely happy and 
stupid simple excited to present my 
new CD!!! The title is Living in the 
matrix!!!!! The release is a mag-
nificent experience and a massive step 
for me. I really appreciate that you join 
me on this thrilling adventure.  The 
outcome is still open…  
I want to use my fanzine to tell you 
about this project and to reveal 
the story behind my CD. Are you 
curious?! Okay, let`s finally get to the 
story.  

Probably as you read the title of the 
song the first thing that came to your 
mind was: Matrix - the science fiction 
film starring Keanu Reeves. The film 
is about being trapped in a certain 
world (that`s a very short summary). 
But in my song I`m not referring to 
this type of matrix where we`re are 
trapped and a higher power beamed 
us in an artificial world. But my song 
is about something different.  
The idea to this song came up while I 
was on my way to the gym. I passed

a parking with stores and I observed a 
very intriguing situation. By the way I 
really like to observe the environment, 
traffic, weather and of course people 
very attentively. I saw people pulling 
faces and being bad-tempered. 
And two were actually shouting at 
each other. No clue, what was going 
on but you could just see dissatis-
faction written on their faces. And 
I thought: stark, in what world are 
they living!? Instead of enjoying this 
beautiful day they`re trapped in their 

own crushing world. Who`s creating 
this world? Are they doing it? Or am 
I creating my own world??? Maybe 
they`re right and I`m just in my own 
matrix... Probably everyone is trapped 
in his own matrix?! I`m playing with 
this stunning thought.  Finally it`s 
about different views people can 
have while being in or observing the 
same situation.  
Enjoy the song and think about what 
matrix you`re living in…  
Make the best of it! 

matrix
- Thomas` first CD 
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Music is undeniable Thomas` pas-
sion number 1 but there`s place for 
another one - and that`s… drum 
rolls… technology & innovations! A 
revolutionary technological innova-
tion is to be released, Thomas will 
be there to try it out.  
He`s always up-to-date and knows 
which company is going to release 
which startling brand-new product. 
New apps, sound systems and de-
vices are checked out. And for a 
pair of spectacles by Snapchat he`s 
even willing to go to another city to 
be one of the lucky ones to get his 
life-changing specs.  
Thomas is easily intrigued, does a 
lot of internet research and always 
wants to get the best out of his work 
- this holds true for his music, vi-
deos and all other subjects.  

magic in the air
- a technological revolution

Is there a new innovation on the 
market or a new sound system 
that could somewhat improve his 
videos? Everything will be tested, 
checked out and eventually ap-
proved and of course some fails 
also happen…  
Actually you don`t have to own the 
newest and most expensive piano, 
with some apps and software you 
can do some spectacular magic and 
get massive results. It`s so much 
fun to increase the limits and to be 
open to jaw-dropping experiences 
and innovations!  
And by the way, if Thomas had to 
choose between a grand piano and 
a digital piano… he would always 
opt for the grand!  
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The unique musician with many 
astounding facets: he feels totally 
comfortable at his piano, on stage 
just like at red carpet events which 
he attends regularly. Thomas` life is 
packed with music, it`s the kickstart 
of his proven work and private life, 
every day and always with a lot of 
unstoppable joy and fun! But don`t 
worry, of course the busy artist 
every now and then has some free 
time which he likes to spend with 
friends, hiking and giving himself a 
heavenly ice cream as a reward - his 
favorite is Spaghetti Ice Cream -, do 
sports or just chill and relax. 

purely private
- ready for a secret glimpse?
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Easy-going and cheerfully Thomas arrives 
to our interview in the exclusive Schloss 
Bensberg near Cologne. The artist is in a re-
laxed mood, styled in a fashionable way and 
keen to start our talk. During the interview 
Thomas is laughing a lot, his impish intri-
guing smile is shining through and a lively 
conversation is taking place. Thomas knows 
how to give his vis-a-vis a good feeling.   

interview
- with thomas forschbach
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Q: What kind of kid and teenager have you 
been?  
A: As a kid I actually was very well-behaved 
and I nearly always did what I was told to 
do like doing my homework or cleaning out 
the dishwasher and so on. I liked playing 
- football and later on piano. Once only I 
contradicted my teacher because I thought 
her tone wasn`t proper. At that I was sent 
out of the classroom…  
While playing outdoor with my friends I 
liked to make a lot of nonsense as hiding 
behind a wall with my friends and scaring 
pedestrians by lowering down stinging 
nettles with a homemade construction. At 
this time I was like 8 or 9 years old.  
At the age of 16 the change came… At a 
holiday recreation camp I joined the enter-
tainer at the pool. She provided entertain-
ment every hour and together we did an 
excellent show. First she was a bit sur-
prised that I joined her. But later she told 
me that never before so many people took 
part. No idea, how I came up with this idea. 
Suddenly I was standing there…  
From then on I was much more bustling. 
At 17 I spent much more time in the music 
scene of Cologne as in school.  

Q: Are your parents musical? 
A: My parents don`t 
play an instru-
ment. But they`re 
really big music 
lovers and because 
of this proximity to 
music they`re mu-
sical. (Even if they 
themselves refuse 
to believe this.) 

Q: Could your parents be described as typi-
cal very ambitious parents who drag their 
kids to weekly music lessons and have quite
fixed ideas what kind of profession their 
kid should learn? 
A: Not one bit! They even had to stop me 
from playing piano at nights so that the 
neighbors could sleep.  
I`m extremely grateful to my parents for giv-
ing me this kind of freedom. 
I could always follow the passion in my 
heart.  And they always supported me! I 
really appreciate that I had the opportunity 
to enjoy such a free upbringing. 

Q: How did you come to play piano? Why 
did you choose this instrument? 
A: An old organ stood at my parent`s home 

At 17 I spent 
much more time in the 

music scene of Cologne 
as in school. 
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and first I was just pressing some keys. 
Sometime I wanted to learn to play it prop-
erly and I started to take keyboard lessons. 
Only a year later I began my piano lessons. 
I don`t know if I ever wanted to take les-
sons, when at that time YouTube and all the 
great options and possibilities of the inter-
net would already have been available.  
Quite often I had to play songs I didn`t 
want to learn. And during holidays where 
I had more time the 
lessons were can-
celled… 
I`m really happy 
that we`ve YouTube 
and online classes 
today. I also learn 
new things this way. 
One of my hobbies 
is programming.  

Q: Do you play other instruments besides 
the piano or would you like to learn an-
other one? 
A: I like singing a lot. Singing is also a part 
of my job as a musician. During my job as a 
bar pianist I also sang many times.  
I can also play the drums somewhat, only 
a bit flute and I`m quite sensationell at the 
triangle… 

Q: What feedback do you get to your sing-
ing? 
A: I love singing as much as I love play-
ing piano. But the piano is definitely my 
strength. I get quite different feedback to 
my singing. You find everything from „Oh, 
your singing is so beautiful…“ to „Please,
never sing again!“ I personally think my 
singing is okay, but I want to improve. I 
also take singing lessons. Unfortunately 
there`s no great online offer so far.  

Q: Have you always dreamed of becoming 
a musician or did you also have other 
career aspirations? 
A: For a long time I wanted to become a 
sound engineer because so many people 
told me that you can`t earn your living as 
a musician. Good that I didn`t become a 
sound engineer. Meanwhile this profession
is facing extinction because technology 
took over more and more tasks.  
To become a musician was the best 
decision in my life.

Q: Why do you offer so much videos, learn-
ing material and input to learning to play 
piano for free?  

A: Simple answer: I love music and I love 
this instrument and I want that everyone 
who wants to learn to play piano can do 
this! Actually you only need a piano and 
you can directly start. I want to give all peo-
ple who say: „Oh, I don`t have time to take 
lessons and to meet with a piano teacher 
regularly“ or „I don`t have the money for 
piano lessons right now“ an opportunity to 
learn it and to play piano. And so the idea of 
my online crash course was born! I wanted 
to produce a small free course with which 
everyone who speaks German (at least at 
this time) could learn to play piano for free. 
Like this you could at least start with some 
basics and just try it out. Is piano really the 
right instrument for you? And I just want-
ed to give people a treat. My plan was to 
create a small course and to integrate it on 
a website. That`s my first intention. Then I 
got to work and produced the crash course 
which were my first online piano lessons! 
At that time I didn`t think about YouTube or 
such things.  
My career as an online teacher started with 
my crash course. Until now over 65.000 
people took this course - still unbelievable 

and a thrilling experience! 

Q: What`s your inspiration to offer the crash 
course and to make your own YouTube
channel? 
A: When I was playing piano as a bar pia-
nist a lot of people came to me and said: 
„Oh, how do you make it??? I would really 
like be able t o play like you.“ Occasionally 
I showed people something on the piano, 
based on the motto: If you can be here to-
morrow during the day, then we can meet 
here and I`ll show you some simple things. 
Out of this the idea to make a small online 
mini crash course occurred. A free crash 
course that I can give to anyone! Like this 
you can reach way more people and help 
more people to learn to play piano.  
I wanted to encourage people! In the first 
place it`s my aim to motivate people to just 
try it. And when they`re demotivated I said: 
„You know what? I`m quite sure that you 
can do this! I`ll show you!“ 

Q: When did you notice that you`ve a good 
hand for teaching? Your students seem to 
have a lot of fun and are extremely motiva-

I`m extremely grateful 
to my parents for giving me this 
kind of freedom. I could always 
follow the passion in my heart. 
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ted. How do you do it? 
A: Have fun playing piano and just enjoy it - 
that`s definitively the right phrase! Actually 
I try to look out for this the most. Of course 
long-term motivation and a constant feel-
ing of success are involved here.  
I noticed that this method is successful 
long before I released my first YouTube
video. Also before this I gave lessons to 
some students and I gave tips to others, 
quite spontaneously and in small portions. 
The first sense of achievement happened 
quite fast and even after a long time most of 
them still enjoyed it very much. This makes 
me particularly happy! 

Q: What was the actual trigger for you to 
start your werdemusiker project? 
A: As a bar pianist I was often addressed 
if I give lessons. Of course I did this, too. 
But suddenly the following idea occurred 
to me: Can I help way more people to ful-
fil their dream to play piano by offering 
my method online? That`s definitely the 

trigger! A small spontaneous idea that de-
veloped into something thrilling and genius 
which was for me unimaginable at this 
time.  

Q: When you started your werdemusiker 
project did you still work as a bar pianist? 
Would you describe it as a fluent transition 
or as a complete cut and a fresh start? 
A: That`s a complete cut! In general my 
career can be divided into very clear steps. 
I`m constantly looking for an extraordinary 
challenge! I love this!!!! 

Q: Do you have a favorite tutorial? Or is 
there one where you put special effort or 
commitment into the production? 
A: Actually I do have a favorite video: it`s 
my first - Klavier lernen: Die fabelhafte Welt 
der Amelie - Teil 1 (einfaches Piano Tuto-
rial)! With this video my career on YouTube 

To become 
a musician was 

the best 
decision in 

my life.
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I put a lot of effort 
into my work and 

so every video is full 
of commitment and passion. 

started and that`s why it`s so important and 
somewhat special for me.  
But I give my best in every video. I always 
want to make it a bit better. I put a lot of ef-
fort into my work and so every video is full 
of profound commitment and real passion.  

Q: Which is so far your most complex and 
time-consuming tutorial? 
A: Definitely the moonlight sonata!!!!! 
This tutorial isn`t uploaded on my YouTube 
channel but on my werdemusiker website. 
The moonlight sonata by Ludwig van 
Beethoven definitely was very time-con-
suming and hard work and I`m very proud 
of the result. We went through this music 
piece in small steps. The goal was that it`s 
also manageable for beginners. That`s the 
reason why the production was quite com-
plex.  

Q: Is there a video you absolutely want to 
produce but couldn`t realize as yet? 
A: This question is really good! Actually 
I`ve never thought about it. Right now is 
the first time I think about it... 
Based on gut instinct I would actually say: 
piano concert number 2 by Rachmaninoff!!! 
At least some parts of this music piece 
because it`s a very difficult and extensive 
piano concert. If I would produce this as a 
tutorial the series would probably consist 
of 250 videos, maybe even more… No clue, 
it`s just a mere estimation. It`s very very ex-
tensive! Who knows?! Maybe one day I`ll 
do it. That would definitely entice me but 
admitted I`ve never thought about doing 
such a difficult and complex tutorial. 
Actually this would be something for 
freaks! That`s work! But certainly a massive 
adventure and in this sense it`s worth think-
ing about it. Thank you for the question! 

Q: Do you`ve a role model at the piano? 
A: I`ve many role models. Funnily not 
so many at the piano. I`m a huge fan of 
Michael Jackson and  The Beatles! For list-
ing all of them I`d probably need 2 pages…  

Q: Which musician is your role model? 
A: If I`ve to decide for one, it`s Michael 
Jackson!
He`s just perfect! The God of music!!! With 
an incomparable love, perfection and 
great attention to even the tiniest detail! 
Every show was pure perfection! 

Q: What was as yet the coolest piano you 
ever played on? 
A: My Korg Micro Piano! Even though it`s 
quite a very small instrument and an elec-
tric piano but it`s just cool! 
Otherwise I`m a big fan of acoustic pianos 
and grands in every form and color. I par-
ticularly like brand-new grands or very well 
preserved instruments. 
It`s a great feeling to play on them. It`s just 
as if finger and key are one.  

Q: What is the coolest location where you 
performed? 
A: Ritz Hotel in Paris! 

Q: Could you describe a typical day in your 
life? 
A: A typical day looks like it`s not as the 
previous. I like to go new ways! And I actu-
ally mean this literally. 
When I`m on my way to the werdemusiker
studio in the morning, I try to take a new 
way every time. And when I arrive, a new 
challenge is always waiting. No matter in 
what respect. It can relate musically to 
a song. For instance if I go through the 
YouTube comments checking out music 
requests. Sometimes there`re quite a few 
crazy requests. 
And they`re so various and different that 
it`s often a challenge to transfer them to 
the piano. Or I`ve to coordinate plans and 
dates with colleagues and friends. What`s 
the best way to realize and produce a new 
song? Is it better to work at the arrange-
ment today or are we going to produce 
some videos first? 
No, but serious: there is nothing like a typi-
cal day in my life right now! 
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Q: What`s the perfect breakfast for a musi-
cian/producer? Coffee and scrambled eggs 
with bacon or a green smoothie?  
A: More important than breakfast is the or-
der, even in the morning. 1. get up 2. play 
piano 3. have breakfast 4. brush your teeth 
5. take a shower.  
I like porridge for breakfast! 

Q: Do you see your future more in front of 
the camera or more in the background as a 
producer?  
A: Both! I just need the experience to be in 
front of the camera and to be on stage but 
I  love to fiddle about my work so much so 
that I`ve to work at the background as well. 
I also want to write and produce for other 
artists.  

Q: Was there ever a situation where you 
had been struck all of a heap? 
A: Yes, this was the moment when I entered 
the stage for my first huge concert. In this 
situation words failed me at first.  

Q: How important is styling for you and 
that the haircut suits you? 
A: Actually this becomes more and more 
important for me.  

Q: Do you dare a new fashion or style or do 
you prefer to stick to your style?  
A: I like to try out new things. Sometimes 
this turns out to be a complete flop…  
In practice I pay way more attention to the 
music. And if some time is left, I like to try 
out some styles and to experiment some-
what.  

Q: How many languages do you speak? Do 
you plan to expand your channel to another 
language or will you stick to German and 
English? 
A: I only speak German and English. I just 
have minimal knowledge in French, Italian 
and Spanish. Right now I`m learning Chi-
nese so that I can also give my lessons in 
Chinese… No, just kidding!!!! I don`t learn 
Chinese. But that`s indeed a language I`d 
like to speak.  

Q: What kind of boss are you? Are you 
more the boss type or the buddy type? Do 
you prefer to have hierarchies or do you 
like working without them? 
A: I don`t like the term boss. I`m a musician
and without my fabulous werdemusiker 
team I couldn`t do my job as I do it. Mostly 

Thomas, thank you for this interview and all the best for your future, including lots of 
students, fun and creativity!  

I make decisions together with others and 
everyone has the pos-
sibility to incorporate 
own ideas.  

Q: What`s the best and 
most important techni-
cal development in the 
last 10 to 20 years for 
you? Is there a project 
or product you`re curi-
ous to see realized? 
A: I think it`s massive 
that everyone has the 
possibility not only to 

compose his own song but also to pro-
duce it in a very professional quality only 
with your computer or even just with your 
smartphone. Today everyone has more 
possibilities to record a song on his smart-
phone than The Beatles had in the very ex-
pensive recording studio.  
In the future I`m very curious about 3-D 
printer. Even today it`s possible to print out 
instruments at home. Isn`t this rad?! 

Q: Which entrepreneur is your role model? 
Is there an entrepreneur who maybe affect-
ed your career? 
A: Maybe this sounds quite strange 
now but here I also have to say Michael 
Jackson! He wasn`t just a fantastic genuine 
artist, singer, dancer and musician but he`s 
a very exceptional and real doer! And he 
also accomplished to bring awesome peo-
ple together in a very unique way. I guess 
it`s a thing that`s often overlooked.  

Q: Please, finish the following sentence: I 
couldn`t live with which product or inven-
tion? 
A: PIANO   

Q: United States or Europe? Or is the mix 
and contrast and the massive amount of 
possibilities the real appeal for you? 
A: Preferably the mix from all over the 
world! That`s why I love music so much. 
Music is as diverse as the people who pro-
duce and create it. People from all over the 
world! 

Q: Did you ever utter the following sen-
tence: I can`t do this? Or are you living 

in line with the motto: If you really want 
something then you can do it and achieve 
it? 
A: I`m a strong believer that if you really 
really want something… With this I mean 
that if you really feel it in every part of your 
body then you give everything and then 
you can do it! 

Q: Thomas, tell us your life`s maxim! 
A: My life is inspired by love, optimism and 
tolerance.  

Q: How is Thomas Forschbach private? 
How would you describe your private life? 
A: The private Thomas Forschbach is ro-
mantic, calm and relaxed. And preferably 
not only on special occasions but all day 
long! I`m not the type to spend an evening 
putting my feet up and watching TV series. 
I want to use every minute of my life to do 
something! And this doesn`t exclude the 
calm - quite the contrary.  

Q: Are you more a loner or do we always 
meet you surrounded by friends and peo-
ple? 
A: Very often I`m surrounded by many fan-
tastic people. But I also need my peace and 
calm. So again the mixture makes the com-
plete goal for me.  

Q: If you wouldn`t be werdemusiker, what 
would you do nowadays? 
A: Actually I would establish and set up 
werdemusiker until it works and is a huge 
success.  

Q: How do you think about competition? Is 
competition good for business? 
A: I really believe in the saying „Competi-
tion is good for business“. I guess it has to 
do with the fact that new ideas are born. I 
can only recommend everyone who`s plan-
ning to do business or to start a business 
to always do something new. The world 
offers so many possibilities and opportu-
nities and there`re lots of areas who urgent-
ly need enterprises, inventions and doers! 

Q: What`s your favorite store in Cologne 
and L.A.?  
A: Music Store, I can`t help it  - it`s my fa-
vorite store. 

Music is as 
diverse as the 

people who 
produce and 

create it.
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passions
- dream and do it
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thank you
- for all your support
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